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I CAN 
DEMONSTRATE A 

RANGE OF 
TECHNIQUES TO 

SIGNAL THE 
OVERALL 

DIRECTION OF THE 
TEXT

Writing: Organised (6ii)



LEARNING 
HABITS
• What do you think is the most 

important Learning Habit?

• Is it one of your strengths or is it 
something you need to develop?

• How will you know that you have 
practised that Habit during the 
lesson?



Part Question What happens? My story

3 Who is the new 
character and what 
are they doing at the 
setting?

Professor Forster – she is looking 
for alien signals by using the Hubble 
Telescope.

How is this connected 
to MC’s family?

Jamie’s dad is also looking for alien 
life.

What significant 
thing happens to MC 
at the end of the 
part?

He accidentally downloads something 
from the Hubble Telescope.

4 What is on MC’s 
phone?

There is an alien and it is looking for 
help to find a new home.

What warning does 
MC receive?

‘Buzz’ says that there is a storm 
coming.

What goes wrong at 
the end of this part?

Jamie’s dad is caught in the storm 
and is going to die.



YOUR TASK FOR TODAY

• Using your plan from yesterday, can you write Part 3 and Part 4.

• Use the modelled writes to help you structure each part.

• Part 3 will be longer than yesterday’s and should be about 400-500 words.

• Part 4 should be about 250 words.

• Use the guides on the final page for your two chapters.

• Don’t write finish the story today!



PART 3 PART 4
We need to have a character 
that could help the MC in the 
future (but we won’t say that 
now!)

There needs to be a connection 
to what is going to happen on the 
MC’s birthday.

Something needs to make the 
new character leave the room.

The MC plugs their phone into a 
laptop to charge it but 
accidentally ‘downloads’ 
something instead.

The MC must discover that 
something strange is on their 
phone.

The strange thing must 
communicate with them and 
explain something that links with 
the theme of the story.

The strange thing must have a 
special ability or power which 
could help the MC.

A problem must arise with a 
member of the MC’s family.


